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REPORTS
DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH (FN)
GANDHI MEMORIAL INTERCOLLEGIATE QUIZ
The Department of English conducted the Gandhi Memorial Intercollegiate Quiz
Competition on 18 December. Mr.Sundararaman Chintamani, the Vice President, Tech Mahindra was the
Guest of Honour. The welcome address was delivered by Ms.P.Uthra (President - English Association). As an
avid Quizzer, Mr.Sundararaman Chintamani took over the session as the Quiz Master. Quizzers from various
colleges in and around the city showcased their general knowledge and awareness. Classy answers for
exemplary questions were the special treat to the audience with the zeal for learning. The teams from JBAS
College for Women (F.N), Ethiraj College for Women and JBAS College for Women (A.N) backed the first,
second and third place respectively. Mr. Sundararaman Chintamani also highlighted the importance of general
awareness. The vote of thanks was delivered by Ms. Farhana (Secretary - English Association).
th

DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH (FN)
INTERCOLLEGIATE KENNEDY MEMORIAL DEBATE
The Department of English conducted the Intercollegiate Kennedy Memorial Debate
Competition on 19th December. Madam Emily Sam Thomas, Assistant Vice President-Learning and
Development at Exela Technologies, was the Chief Guest for the day. The Welcome Speech was delivered by
Ms. A.Farhana (Secretary-English Association). The Debate was on the topic: ‘Is social media campaigning
boon or bane?’ Participants confidently proved their assertions and there was a healthy debate. The teams from
Anna Aadarsh, JBAS College for Women and the University of Madras backed the first, second and third place
respectively. The Vote of Thanks was delivered by Ms. P.Uthra (President-English Association).

THE DEPARTMENT OF FRENCH (AN)
WORKSHOP ON “LA LANGUE ET LA CIVILIZATION FRANSAICS”
A workshop was conducted by the French Department (A.N) on the 12th of December,
2018. The topic of the workshop was “La Langue et la Civilisation Fransaics.” The Guest of Honour for the
evening was Mr.J.K. Madan, son of a former council member of France. He is a graduate from the Manipal
University with a degree in Hospitality.
The guest delivered a speech on the French cuisine, the various food habits of the
French and about their dining etiquette. He explained the importance and the role of a ‘chef’ in France. The
students were able to learn a lot about the importance of bread and wine in French cuisine and also about the
Michelin star rating system. The next session was taken over by the Special Guest, Mrs. Ramya, Assistant
Professor at Madras University who formerly served as a guest lecturer at Pondicherry University. She spoke
on“La culture vivante”; “L’artet la literature de France.” She also spoke onthe Art and Literature scene in
France, describing how the French loved paintings and how they used paintings for communication purposes.
She also discussed about the contribution of the French in the field of literature.
.

DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS STUDIES (AN)
MMA WORKSHOP ON FUNCTIONS OF AN NGO
The Department of Business Studies in association with the Madras Management
Association conducted an interactive workshop on Function of an NGO on 19th of December, 2018. The
welcome address was given by Ms. K. Peer Fasmin of III B.com (CS). The resource person for the event was
Mr.Saravanan, a multi-talented personality who has worked with the companies like Green peace etc.., and also
a tutor to the students who aspires to be an IPS and IAS officers.
He started off with an economics related quizzing session and presented a PPT quoting
the important qualities such as hard work, Team work, honesty etc… required to acquire a job in today’s
challenging corporate world. He made the topic look interesting by including movie clippings which
represented the above mentioned qualities.
Then he advanced into the main topic of the day and explained the process and working of
an NGO in detail. Finally, he divided the student audience into 12 groups consisting of 5 to 8 members each and
conducted an interactive activity. This enabled the students to showcase their own creative thinking. He ended
the session by appreciating all the ideas that were put up by the students. The vote of thanks was proposed by
Ms. Sayeeda Fathima of III year B.com (ISM).

NSS – GAJA CYCLONE: RELIEF ITEMS COLLECTION
DATE: 5th December 2018
Students, teachers and staff members of JBAS College got together to contribute towards the
relief operations for the victims of the delta region of Tamil Nadu where the Cyclone Gaja hit ferociously taking
along with it homes and lives of several people.
The NSS Units of our college came forward and collected relief items from all the
departments of both the shifts. Together the NSS Units collected more than 200 cartons of relief items. The
main items collected consisted of food supplies like- sugar, salt, tea powder, coffee, rice, dal and grains and
daily essentials like- toothbrushes, toothpaste, washing and bathing soaps, candles, matchboxes, sanitary
napkins and diapers.
They were dispatched to the disaster struck regions and were personally distributed to the
people there. The magnitude of the tragedy was immense and the NSS Units of JBAS College put efforts
towards helping the victims of the Gaja Cyclone. The volunteers were very keen and generous in contributing
towards the relief operations hoping that their small contributions might help those in need.

NSS – TRI-FESTIVAL: MUPPERUM VIZHA
DATE: 08 DECEMBER 2018
The MTS academy along with Rainbow Human Resources Development NGO, Nehru
Yuva Kendra, Ministry of Youth Affairs and Sports, Government of India and the NSS unit, University of
Madras jointly organized the "Tri-Festival- Mupperum Vizha"
The event took place in the F50 seminar hall, University of Madras on 08-12-2018 with
various colleges participating in it. The event began at 9:30 am with the Tamil thaivazhthu following which
Dr.G.Bhaskaran, the NSS program officer, representatives of the Rainbow Human Resources Development
NGO and other dignitaries took up the stage. A science magazine named "Ariviyalpoonga" was distributed to
the students and an essay writing competition was held based on the topics given in the magazine. 5 exceptional
essays were selected and the students were awarded for their efforts.
The dignitaries addressed the gathering on how students should use social media
responsibly, how one should be persistent in order to achieve success, the power of youth in reforming the
society and various other issues. The winners from the essay competition held last year were asked to share
their experience on stage in which they explained how it helped them to start reading and exploring the aspects
of Tamil language. The event was wrapped up after National anthem followed by the distribution of certificates
and refreshments

NSS – WALKATHON
DATE: 11 DECEMBER 2018
On the occasion of the 136th birth anniversary of Mahakavi Bharathiar, a Walkathon was
organised by the Rainbow Human Resources Department NGO. More than 10 colleges in Chennai participated
in the Walkathon which started at 7.30 am from the University of Madras to Bharathiar’s house in Triplicane.
The students were seen holding banners and placards with Bharathiar’s quotes written on
them, while shouting slogans written by Bharathiar upon reaching Bharathiar’s house - the end point of the

Walkathon. More than 700 NSS volunteers took part in this walkathon from various colleges. More than 250
NSS volunteers from JBAS College for Women took part.
The program began upon the arrival of the Guest of Honour O Paneer Selvam, former chief
minister of Tamil Nadu, followed by a bharathnatyam performance. Dr. Parveen Sultana addressed the
gathering about the greatness of Bharathiar and how he was an epitome of patriotism followed by which she
was felicitated with a ponnadai by the Guest of Honour O Paneer Selvam. O Paneer Selvam, spoke about
Bharathiar and his pioneering role in Tamil poetry after which the ‘jathi pallakku’ procession was inaugurated
by Mr. O Paneer Selvam .

HONOURS CLUB (AN)
TAMIL BOOK REVIEW COMPETITION
The Honours Club conducted the first Tamil Book Review competition on 10 th
December, 2018 at the college premises. The Chief Guest of the event was Mr. Jayabaskaran, writer and media
personality. The event began with the recitation of the “Tamil ThaaiVaazhthu” by the student choir. This was
followed by a speech given by Mr. Jayabaskaran where he talked about Tamil literature and writing, mentioning
various essays and novels that he considered as a must-read for the students.
The competition commenced with the students giving their reviews of the novels that
they had chosen, followed by the teachers who also gave their reviews. The first prize in the student’s category
was bagged by Aadhira of II- B. Com (C.S.) and the first prize in the teacher’s category was bagged by
Mrs.Suganya, Asst. Prof, B.Com (ISM).
Mr. Jayabaskaran congratulated the students and the staff participants for their
enthusiastic participation and sincere efforts and thanked the Tamil department and the college management for
encouraging activities based on the Tamil language. The event concluded with the recitation of the National
Anthem by the student choir.

WRITERS CORNER
MOM!
You dressed me up,
And brushed my hair
Cuddled me to sleep
Mom, you were always there!
You held my hand,
And helped me stand
With grit and purpose you led me through
Mom, there’s no one quite like you!
You talked to me,
Listened to my every plea
And taught me to be true
Mom, for that I thank you!
You fussed over what I ate
Rotis and rice piled over my dinner plate.
The troubles I faced, you always knew
For that reason, “Mommy I love you!”
You held me when I cried,
Protected in your arms, I never shied.
You spoke with wisdom of the things you know
You love to hear me say “Mommy you told me so!”
- Fatema. A
III Year, Home Science
Interior Design and Decor (FN)

UPGRADATION OF LIFE EFFICIENCY!
The worthiness of life is significant to express, as the feelings of people vary from each
person according to their perspective. As for me, I’ve been a part of NSS program which has been a desire for
me to serve the people since childhood. I invariably admire the phase of improvising others life. It would be
enthusiastic to see the upgradation of others’’ life. Obviously, that would be the purpose of my life. The
derivation of happiness from the people who have suffered would ultimately give a combination of flying colors
inside me as like studying the course of business administration which is my passion. That smile from those
people is indeed worth more than a billion rupees. I’m greatly thankful to God for getting my passionate field

with an ultimate service minded program which would truly get the real colours out of me. I have chiefly
learned the worthiness of others in this program, I got the opportunity to stay away from parents and live with
friends. I need to mention them, friends, as they are precisely new students with whom I’ve become friends
after attending the camp. My classmates had left me; rather I have got my camp friends. Adding to the point I
have ultimately utilized every single minute which I have failed to accomplish in college, because in college,
sometimes the classes would be leisure hours else the friends would divert it to bunk. But these days are
unforgettable in my life as I have contributed something worthful for society.
- MUTHULAKSHMI MAHESH
I BBA (AN)

GRANDMA
Spurned by her son who sent her to the orphanage
She wallowed in self-sympathy
When she heard a voice
"Grandma...”
She turned around and saw a little girl
"Can I call you my Grandma?”
Her lips curled into a smile
A decade later
She was standing beside her on her graduation day
The granddaughter had made her 'Grandma' proud!
- SANMITHA RANGASAMY
II BA ENGLISH LITERATURE (AN)

CHRISTMAS
Snowflakes flutter about,
People don their cozy coats and walk around,
The snow appears as stardust under the light of the evening lanterns,
The faces of innocent children light up as they throw snowballs at each other,
Love is born under the mistletoe,
Presents exchanged with underlying excitement and suspense,
Christmas trees brighten up every household,
The Church bells chime throughout the town,
Christmas is here!
- M.V.VARSHA ARUTPRABHA
II BBA (AN)

ART GALLERY
“Let your creative minds run wild”

Art by,
S.A.LOGITHA
III Year
B.Sc.Zoology (FN)

Art by,
POONGKUZHALI
II Year
Department of Biochemistry (FN)

“Beauty is not in the face; Beauty is in
the light of the heart”
Art by,
SAMEENA
II Year
BSC IDD (AN)

PHOTOGRAPHY
“Photography is beauty of life captured!”

“The
l’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’
PC:
SHARATHA
P.M.
‘’’’’’’’’’’’’’y (FN)
II Year
B.Sc. Advanced
Zoology And
2nd Year
Biotechnology
P. G. And Research Department of
Zoology

“Oh just how the sun falls and gets back
everyday”
PC: ANJUM A
II Year
B.Sc. Advanced Zoology (FN)

“It is in the still silence of nature one
will find true bliss”
PC: T.R NIVEDITHA
II Year
B.COM (A&F) (AN)

